
SACG Major Workshop

Marina Soria
The Empty Space:  Womb of Shape

June 4-8, 2018
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We are very pleased to host a week long class with Marina Soria this summer.  Marina 
is an accomplished and acclaimed fine artist and calligraphic artist, as well as a skilled 
and inspirational teacher of art, especially calligraphic art.  We so enjoyed our weekend 
with her two years ago that we had to have more.  So here we are, looking forward to 
an entire week with one of calligraphy’s most devoted teachers.

Marina has taught fine art, typography, graphic art, and calligraphy, all at the university 
level in Buenos Aires, Argentina.  Her goal is always to inspire her students to move 
forward in their artistic journey, no matter what the class subject.  She accomplishes this 
by providing students with extensive historic background, graphic samples, in-class 
demonstrations, and a complete bibliography.  

Class location:  Discovery School (the “big room”), 222 Salem, San Antonio, TX
Class dates:  Monday through Friday, June 4-8, 2018, approximately 9-5 each day
Class fee:  $275.  You may post date your check to June 1 if you prefer.  But we must 
have your check in order to put your name on the class list.  Your check holds your 
space.  It will not be deposited until the class is complete.  There will be no refunds 
unless you cancel at least 2 full weeks prior to June 1.

To sign up:  Contact Leslie Winakur,  lswinakur@gmail.com or 210-394-7486.   

mailto:lswinakur@gmail.com


In Marina’s own words:

Most of the time in Western art the empty space is considered as background or blank 
space. 
Something that is spared and must be filled in. 
Whole libraries have been written about the fear towards the empty space, the white 
canvas, so how do we start when we have a blank page before us? How do we 
intervene in the white space? 

For Eastern art the empty space is the fourth of the principles of the Taoist Rules for 
Beauty. 
“Being and not being engender each other. We mold clay to make pottery, but it is in the 
empty space where the utility of the jug resides, therefore, we should take equally 
advantage to what it is, just as we recognize the usefulness of what it is not”. Lao Tzu, 
Tao Te Ching, XI. 

The Taoist painters treat the empty space as a positive matter, not as something to be 
filled in or to spare, but as the origin of form. 

Considering these rules we will find new ways to work with space, to see the empty 
space! The balance between the use of positive and negative spaces is key to aesthetic 
compositions. This workshop will start from an experimental alphabet or a formal one 
with a personal twist and will work the space issues, trying to accomplish new 
compositions where space is not the blank portion of the paper. 

Claude Mediavilla says in his book Calligraphy: 

“In Eastern compositions space is used in particularly surprising and stimulating ways. 
The surface is seldom fully occupied and seems to be waiting for our gaze to penetrate 
it and discover its myriad of possibilities. When we look more closely at the way in which 
surfaces are apparently left blank ...we find that the spaces are in fact far from empty, 
they are alive, they turn into the womb of shape, they create tension and give way to a 
broader world of imagination”.  

Venture into the world of space and prepare to open your mind to a new way of 
perception!  



Some of  my own 
artworks with the 

Empty Space theme

One of  this pieces is part of  the Burguert Collection, in Berlin

one is at the Karlgeorg & Maria Hoefer Archive & another one

at the Klinspor Museum in Offenbach, one in the Museum of

Contemporay Calligraphy in Moscow and the rest 

in private collections.



Some of  the 
artworks from 
my students 
around the

world

Portland,

San Francisco, Houston

Germany & Buenos Aires



r e s u m e

Born in Buenos Aires, Argentina in 1961. 
Degrees in Fine Arts (5 years studies) and Graphic
Design (3 years studies). She began lecturing on Gra-
phic Design and Editorial Design in the University
of  Buenos Aires, and latter on as an Associate Pro-
fessor in Typography, 1998. After giving birth to her
third daughter she resigned from university and star-
ted her education on calligraphy.

She has attended five International Calligraphy Confe-
rences in the USA and three in Europe, taking courses
with well known calligraphers such as Thomas Ing-
mire, Brody Neuenschwander, Ewan Clayton and Mo-
nica Dengo, amongst others. 
In 2003 she was awarded with the ACA‘s scholarship. 
In 1997 she founded “Calígrafos de la Cruz del Sur”
(Southern Cross Calligraphers), the first 
Calligraphic Guild in South America. 

www.facebook.com/marinasoria.calligraphic.art
www.facebook.com/marina.soria

www.marinasoria.com.ar

She has received national & international awards and
exhibited her pictorial and calligraphic works in Ar-
gentina, Uruguay, USA, Spain, Japan, Germany, Rus-
sia and Norway. Her works are part of  the
Contemporary Museum of  Calligraphy in Russia, the
Hans-Joachim Burgert´s Collection in Berlin, the
Klingspor Museum & the Hoefer Archive in Offen-
bach, the Arezzo Public Library, the Latin American
Collection for the Yale University, the Savannah and
Otis Colleges of  Arts, the Baylor University and the
Harrison Collection at the Newberry Public Library
in SF amogst other private collections around the
world.

She has published articles in specialized magazines
and her works may be seen in LAR Annuals, Bound
& Lettered (USA), Novum (Germany), Typo (Me-
xico), several Argentine magazines and webpages. 
In 2013, her work was extensively featured in Letter
Arts Review: 26:3. 

At present she works as an experimental calligrapher
and an artist, and continues to teach in her own studio
and abroad. In 2013 she organized the 1st Internatio-
nal Experimental Calligraphy workshop in Buenos
Aires, “Calligraphy in blossom”. And since then she
has been teaching abroad: 2014 Florence, Italia. Por-
tland, Salem, Los Angeles. 2015, Sonoma, San Fran-
cisco, Houston, Seattle, San Antonio in USA. 2016,
Niederaichbach & Bad Sodem in Germany & in 2017
in the Summer School in Winter conference in Mel-
bourne, Australia.

Her main interest is to mingle and blend diverse dis-
ciplines: art, textile art, graphic design, sumi-e and
calligraphy to challenge the limits of  conceptual art
and technique. Her streangh lies on her creativity.



You will need to bring a couple of  your favorite experi-
mental alphabets you could have developed in some
other workshop or a formal calligraphy with a personal
twist. Remember that we will not create an alphabet but
work with the space and composition issues. 

PENS:
Some of  your favorite tools: 
ruling pen, cola pen, folded pen, Automatic pens, nibs
and any tool you may have used to perform your perso-
nal alphabet.

BRUSHES:
Medium-sized brushes (# in between 3 and 6) and a
thin one to draw contours or outline.

INK/COLORS: 
Bottle of  black sumi or 2/3 single tubes of  preferably
dark color gouaches, the ones you like best. Remember
that gouache is opaque but depending on the amount
of  water you add you can make it into a watercolor
consistency. White gouache.

PAPER: 
Layout paper preferably a thin one so that you
may see through. We will do several pieces, some paper
cutting, a sculpture book and another special book with
exchangeable sheets and maybe a mobile.
You may purchase your paper in the form of  a block or
separate sheets. If  you chose the block, nevertheless
you will need 1/2 sheets of  paper of  around 22´ x 30´
to make a big work.

1. Watercolor block paper characteristics: 
- Size: 11 3/4”x 16 1/2” (29.7 x 42cm)
- Block of  at least 20 sheets
- Weight: from 90 lbs till 140 lbs (185gs/300gs)
- Color: Natural white or off  white
- Surface: medium or smooth texture
Separated sheets not glued on all four sides.

If  you go for the block, some suggestions:
1st quality: Arches Aquarelle Watercolor Paper Block.
Square shape, 9” x 12”. 140 lb. 100% cotton. Natural
white
Strathmore watercolor, Fabriano or Canson.

MATERIAL LIST

2. If  you chose the single big sheets of  paper around
22´ x 30´ you will need two sheets of  Arches Text
Wove or Velin d´Arches or something alike. Best quality
Rives BFK. 

1st quality: Arches Aquarelle Watercolor 
PaperMoulin a Papier d´Arches Aquarelle



BINDING
For the sculpture book we will need needle for a simple
Japanese binding. Color thread matching the color
gouache or watercolor, awl. Little hooks to hold paper
on place while binding. A straight edge metallic ruler. 

For the exchangeable pages book we will need a cutter
with good blades, metallic ruler and one color page to
make the hinges and covers. This paper may be Canson
Mi Tientes, Fabriano, Strathmore or any other paper of
around 90 lbs till 140 lbs, size 22´ x 30´

For the movile we will need a one meter long color rib-
bon in the color range you want to work with and only
if  you have it, a circular shape puncher 3.00 in and dou-
ble tape.

MISCELLANEOUS...
A portable light table would be very useful, if
you don’t have one you could bring a portable easel
with a light underneath to be able to trace in a comfor-
table way, if  not, the windows will also work! 
Palette for mixing colors. Paper towels; tape, scissors,
good cutter or exacto knife, glue stick. 
Fiber tip pens for quick writing and contour delineate. 

Two short poems, haikus, quotes or even your own
words will do. 
You may also bring your own music with headphones if
you wish.


